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Experiments have been performed to validate and to supplement the

intranuclear cascade model as a method for estimating cross sections

of importance to spacecraft shield design. The experimental situa-

tion is inconclusive particularly for neutron-producing reactions,

but is relatively sound for reaction cross sections and for proton

spectra at several hundred MeV at medium forward angles. Secondary

photon contributions are imprecisely known.

INTRODUCTION

This paper tries to outline the purpose, scope,

and main qualitative results of a decade of effort

for our group working on nuclear cross sections rel-

evant to spacecraft shield design. A large share

of our effort went toward the invention of experi-

mental methods which are not discussed here.

Our crewman face in space the cosmic ray sources

and, for space stations, the trapped radiation
belts. We must be concerned about reactions of

primaries in tissue (if [QF]av" >>l) and about in-

teractions in tissue of secondary neutrons and gamma

rays from nuclear reactions in the spacecraft's

shell. For heavy primaries, attenuation in the

spacecraft may markedly influence hazard levels.

The radiation problem is inherent in the manned ex-

ploration of space; its severity from a_ engineer-

ing point of view depends on the radiation toler-

ances assigned by the authorities and on the

thickness otherwise required for the craft's exte-

rior structure. If nuclear rockets or nuclear

_1_xi!iz_- _c%-cz a&_ _=d, Lhe snlela _esign should

be studied as a unit. Radiation problems will re-

quire continuing surveillance so long as manned

flight is contemplated; maintaining the underlying

competence will require continued development of

analysis techniques.

First-order shielding calculations are made by

considering only the "continuous" energy loss by

charged particles, while nuclear reaction products

are ignored. The ability to continue to carry out

such calculations in practical geometries is im-

portant and must be maintained. As the shield

structure thickens for longer missions, more primary

particles traverse a large fraction of their inter-

action length in the shield or in the astronaut's

body, and the first approximation becomes less and

less satisfactory. The knowledge of differential

cross sections for nuclear interactions is needed

to obtain correct results. Using current analyses,

about one half the biologically equivalent (rem)

dose from an 80-MV flare behind 20 gm/cm 2 of

aluminum arises from secondaries produced in the

shield and in tissue. I Unfortunately, one is so

far quite unsure what LET-dependent quality factors

should be utilized in making such estimates.

We accept the idea that radiation penetration

studies can be done better by calculation than by

experiment, provided that the necessarily huge

supply of cross-section information is available.

In the energy regions of interest here we assume the

preferred strategy will always be to depend on cal-

culated cross sections or at least on high-class

interpolations that take into account theoretical

ideas. The question for the experimenter becomes:

Do the available cross-section estimation methods

If not, in what directions should one seek improve-

ment? Answering these simple questions, an effort

which must be shared with shield analysts, has been

difficult because of the lack of satisfactory cri-

teria and because of the complexity of the neces-

sary experiments.

So far, as expected a decade ago, all higher-

order methods of spacecraft shield analysis are

based on cross sections provided by some intranu-

clear cascade model. Cascade reactions are usually

followed in the model by successive evaporation of

fragments until only gamma radiation is allowed by

the conservation rules. To date, the cascade model

receives its most productive expression in the work

of Bertini 2 and in the application of the resulting

model cross sections to transport calculations. 3

Clarification of the validity restrictions on

this model has been the objective for our experi-

mental work. The model is restricted to incident

neutrons or protnn_: _ e_erz _ little hdl_ fv_

incident alpha particles. _ So far, it has not led

to very good estimates of gamma-ray production, s

The model itself assumes that the reaction with-

in a real nucleus can be replaced in the cascade or

pre-equilibriumphase by a series of nucleon-

nucleon interactions and, at higher energies,

meson-nucleon interactions. The cascade of suc-

cessive intr_uclear collisions is followed by

Monte Carlo using experimental free-particle

nucleon-nucleon cross sections until the cascade

terminates when no more nucleons can escape the

model potential which holds the target nucleus to °

gether. The model is conceptually strong at ener-

gies of several hundred MeV, but as one goes below

i00 MeV it is used at risk because the binding of

nucleons is no longer so small compared to the in-

cident energy, the deBroglie wave-length of the

incident particle is no longer very short, and the

ignored distortions of the incident "wave" by the

nuclear potential might be thought to have a strong

influence. Also, Coulomb effects and differences
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in bindingenergyfromonenucleusto thenext
start to becomeimportant.So,wemustbecautious
in acceptingpredictionsof the cascademodelin
the regionwherethemodelwasnevermeantto pro-
duceanswers.Mostof theproblemswith themodel
ariseat the lowestincidentenergies,wherethere
is greatintensity of solarandtrappedprotons.
Above1 GeV,therearetechnicalproblemsof what
to usefor the intranuclearcrosssections,but
this paperis not concernedwith energiesthat
high. At all energies,thereis a 10%to 20% weak-

ness that while the model deals with direct reac-

tions, it does not allow production of deuterons

etc. by such reactions even though experiments

always show considerable deuteron intensity. We

can hope for such an improvement in the model; no

strong effort has yet been made.

STATUS OF EXPERIMENTS

Here I will concentrate on contributions by our

group, but mention the other experiments which

have been most influential. Table 1 outlines the I0_

main cross-section publications that have arisen

from our work.

Reaction Cross Sections 5

Reaction cross sections give the probability of

occurrence of some nonelastic nuclear reaction, and

therefore are of prime importance. These cross _ 2

sections are somewhat available from various

physics groups for both neutrons and protons, since -_

they are also of great importance in the optical _ 10o

model of the nucleus or any other reaction model.

The comparisons which have been pnesented show the T

Bertini cascade model to be within experimental _ 5

uncertainty (_10%) over the energy range 30 to

i000 MeV. 2'6 This success gives the cascade model o

a remarkably good start toward overall validity, a

2

i_ _

Table i. ORNL Space Shielding Experiment Program

Secondary

Incident Angle Energy Principal
Observed Particle Targets Range Reference

Range Authors

(MeV) Type (deg) (MeV)

dose in 160 p C,AI,Cu, 0,45 N.A. Blosser 7

phmntcm Bi Maienscheln

Freestone

7 16-160 p Be,B,C, 50,90, 0.7-I0 Zobel 9

59 m O,AI,Fe 135 Maienscheln

Todd,Cha;_an

p 160 p Be,C,O, 30-120 20-160 Peelle,Love 23

AI,Co,Bi Hill,Santoro

p 160 p Be,C,O, 10,45 50-160 Wachter 12

AI,Cu,Co, 60,135 Burrus,Gibson

Bi

n 160 p C,0,_l, 10,45 50-160 Waehter 12

Cu,Co,Bi Burrus,Gibson

p 450 p Be,C,AI, 20,30, 120-450 Wachter 13

Cu,Co,Fb, 45,60 Glbson,Burrus

Bi

n h50 p C,AI,Co i0,20 120-450 Waehter 13

30,45 Gibson,Burrus

n lh-18 p Be,N ,AI, 0-170 1-15 Verblnskl i_

• Fe ,In ,Ta, B_r_

Pb

p,d,T, 30-60 p C ,O,AI, 15-160 2-60 Bertrand 24

Fe ,Y ,Sn, Peelle

3He'_ Au,Bi

p,d,T, 58 s C,O,Fe, 20-120 2-60 Bertrand 25

Peelle

n h0-60 p C,AI,Fe, 0-120 5-6O Wacn_er 18

Fb Santoro,Love

Measurements of Dose

Observations of absorbed energy have been made

from proton beams in bulk absorbers by Tanner,

Bailey, and Hilbert and by Blosser and Maienschein,

and in phantoms from scattered reaction products

by Blosser and Maienschein. 7 These results have

produced a substantial challenge to the combined

calculation of cross sections and radiation trans-

port. Since the most thorough methods involve

Monte Carlo, the cost of computing integral checks

in the latter case was too great to allow a com-

plete comparison with the data. Figure 1 shows

the two checks that have beensperformed in the
work of Irving and Alsmiller. Unfortunately,

when such integral results do not check, it is

difficult to infer what characteristics of the

calculation (or experiment) is imperfect and

whether indeed the disagreement is representative

of practical situations.
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FIGURE l.---Absorbed dose observed as a function of

position in a spherical water phantom (ref 7),

compared to a Monte Carlo nucleon transport cal-

culation of Irving and Alsmiller (ref 8). For

the results illustrated at the top (a), the beam

was incident on the phantom in a direction per-

pendicular to the traverse, while in the work il-

lustrated Below (b), an aluminum target thick

enough to stop the incident 160-MeV proton beam

was interposed.
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ORNL-OWG 69-12883

Gamma-Ray Spectra

Zobel and Maineschein 9 obtained photon spectra

from protons in the energy range 15 to 150 MeV on

typical targets. The results have not proved

uniformly predictable,4 partly because the cal-

culated results were based on the residual energy

following nculeon evaporation while many of the

important excited states are collective levels ex-

cited by direct reactions. Nevertheless, current

opinion holds that for flare spectra as hard as

P0 = 100 MV, gamma rays from the reactions cannot
compete with the primary dose component.i 0 For

sufficiently soft flares of high intensity, this

conclusion may not be valid, li Figure 2 shows a

typical photon spectrUm for oxygen which exhibits

different structure from that calculated with the

help of the cascade model. Figure 3 shows the en-

ergy dependence of the photon production cross sec-

tions observed and calculated for four target

materials,
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FIGURE 2.---Photon-production cross section6per unit
energy vs photon energy for protons on i 0 (ref

9). The solid line represents the cross section

calculated by Shima and Alsmiller (ref 5) for

25-MeV protons and the vertimal lines represent

the 67% confidence limits on the experimental

data for an average protSn energy of 28 MeV.
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FIGURE 3.---Production cross section for photons

with energy >0.7 MeV vs incident proton energy.

The experimental values (ref 9) are hz x (mb/sr

observed at 135°), though the experimental re-

sults as a function of angle were sometimes in-

consistent with isotropy. The calculated values

are from Shima and Alsmiller (ref 5).

,150

Secondary Neutron Production (from protons)

Insofar as secondaries produced in the spacecraft

are concerned, neutrons are felt to be the most im-

portant, and so a large fraction of our effort has

been spent in neutron spectroscopy, Wachter and

Gibson have observed spectra of secondary neutrons

for incident 160- and 450-MeV protons for a variety

of targets, some thick enough to allow a little
12_13

testing of transport codes. Agreement of this
12,14

data with theory is only moderate even after

account is taken of the broad resolution of the

spectrometers. Figure h illustrates typical results

obtained at h50 MeV at forward angles for nather

thin targets. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that at
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160 MeV the thick-target yields more nearly agreed

with theory for bismuth than for aluminum. The

source of the difficulties is not clear; theorists

are understandably reluctant to modify the model

until the experiments are independently confirmed,

and also it is not clear from the data what modifi-

cations should be made.
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FIGURE h.---The hatched areas are the experimental

confidence intervals for the differential neutron

cross sections at 20° and 30 ° from h50-MeV pro-

tons on aluminum (see ref 13). The histogram

shows the estimated cross section from the Bertini

intranuclear cascade model, smeared by the exper-

imental resolution, for the surrounding angle

intervals (ref 2c).
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FIGURE 5.--Experimental (ref 12) and calculated

neutron yields as a function of energy at i0 ° and

h5 ° to a 27-g/cm2-thick aluminum target, which is

thick enough to stop the incident beam of 160-MeV

protons. The calculated points were obtained

using the Monte Carlo transport codes of Kinney

(predecessors to the work of ref 3) which em-

ployed the cross sections of Bertini (ref 2).

The calculated'values were smeared using a

Oaussian encr_" resolution so that they corre-

spond to the resolution associated with the ex-

perimental curves.
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FIGURE 6.---Experimental and calculated neutron

yields at i0 ° and h5 ° from a 44.3-g/cm2-thick

bismuth target. (See Fig. 5 for explanation.)
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Essentiallynocompetingneutrondataexists for
protonsin this energyrangeexcept_orthemeas-
urementsbyBowenet el. of neutronsat 2° from
%lh0-MeVprotonsonvarioustargets.IS Figure7 is
a typical exampleof the140-MeVresults, noneof
whichhaveeverbeenproperlyexplained.Notonly
mustthepeakat thehighenergiescontainexcita-
tion of thetarget's isobaricanalogaswell asany
contributionfromquasifreescattering,but the
continuumregion(at 1/2to 3/2the incidentenergy)
is underestimatedbythe cascademodelfor eachtar-
getstudied. Extremeforwardanglesareexpensive
to studyby presentMonteCarlotechniques.
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FIGURE 8.---Neutron differential cross sections vs

energy and angle for 27Al(p,xn) reactions at

E = 18 MeV. (See ref 16.)
P

FIGURE 7.---Secondary-neutron spectrum at 2 ° from

I&3-MeV protons on aluminum. Smooth curve: ex-

perimental results of P. H. Bowen et el. (ref 15);

histogram: calculated spectrum by the intranu-

clear cascade model (ref 2b) of neutron_ emitted

into the angular interval 0 ° to 5 ° from 140-MeV

incident protons.

Verbinski and Burrus looked in a brief but pro-

ductive experiment at neutron spectra above 1 MeV

from lh- to 18-MeV protons on a series of targets. I_

Figure 8 shows the results obtained as a function of

angle for an aluminum target. Some targets both

lighter and heavier than A1 yiJlded greater anisot-

ropy. As suggested by Fig. 9, where the same re-

sults integrated over angle are compared with

theory, this experiment showed that the angle-

integrated spectra in this energy range are better

fitted by the cascade (+ evaporation) model than by

evaporation alone; the latter idea had previously

been accepted. The latest interpretation of

Verbinski's data by Alsmiller and Hermann 17 has

shown that a simple low-energy modification of the

cascade model, which takes into account the Q-value

for the (p,n) reaction, is required to give the

theory some validity for neutron energies near the

incident beam energy.
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FIGURE 9.---Angle-integrated differential cross

section for neutron emission from 18-MeV protons

on 27A1. The experimental values of Verbinski

and Burrus (ref 16) are compared with the theo-

retical values due to Alsmiller and Hermann

(ref 17).
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J. W.Wachteris nowanalyzingthe experimental
resultshe, Santoro,Love,andZobelobtainedfor
neutronspectrafrom40-and60-MeVprotons.18
Thesedatawereobtainedin theregionwherethe
cascademodelis expectedto be failing andin
whichmarkedangulardistributionscanbeexpected.
Thesedatashouldhelpgreatlyto clarify our ideas
aboutreactionsin this regionin whichthe other
reactionproductshavebeenstudiedsothoroughly
(seebelow). Figurel0 showspreliminaryresults
for 39-MeVprotonsoncarbon,whileFig. ll shows
the 0° spectrumfroma leadtarget. Thepeakin
Fig. ll correspondsto excitationof the isobaric
analogof thetarget, andcannotbegivenbythe
cascademodel. Similarexperimentalcapabilityfor
measuringneutronspectrais apparentlybei_ugde-
velopedat otherisochronouscyclotrons,not_oly
TexasA. andM.andUniversityof Californiaat
Davis,andscatteredresultsarealso available
showingthebehaviorof thepeakfromexcitationof
the isobaricanalogstate.
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FIGURE ll.---Prelimina_y differential cross sections

of Wachter et al. (ref 18) for neutrons at 0°

from 39-MeV protons on lead.
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FIGURE 10.---Preliminary differential cross sections

of Wachter et al. (ref 18) for differential neu-

tron cross sections from39-MeV protons on carbon

at various detector angles.

Secondary Protons_ Deuterons_ Alpha Particles

Secondary proton experiments by Cladis, Hess,

and Moyer 19 motivated the early development of the

cascade model, and most of the nucleon data against

which the model can be tested are still for protons

rather than neutrons. Unfortunately, the latter

are of more shielding interest, though at some

hundreds of MeV the charged-particle spectra are of

importance in estimating tissue dose from protons.

The work of Azhgirey et al._0 observing protons

from 660-MeV protons on nuclei, though it covered

only small angles, has had a strong effect on the

development of the theory because it showed approx-

imate validity of the theory in this region pro-

vided that meson production was included. (See Fig.

12.) Similar comparisons 2c for secondary energies

above 800 MeV are available from the work of Corley

and Wall 21 with 1-GeV protons.

At lower energies the situation becomes more

confused. The results of Wachter, Gibson, and

Burrus I_ from 450-MeV protons on nuclei included

the proton spectra illustrated in Fig. %3. Agree-

ment seems to improve as the angle is increased

toward 60 ° , but consistent differences between ex-

periment and theory appear in the 30 ° and 45 ° data.
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In the 150- to 200-MeV region real disagreements

appear between various experiments. It is impos-
sible to decide, for instance, if the quasifree
scattering peak appears clearly in the data as

expected from model aalculations. The experimental
results are generally confused by multlple-scatter-
ing effects, failure to 9eparate explicitly the

deuteron contribution, and in some cases by broad
resolution. Figure ib illustrates this discrepancy
of spectral shape between the e_eriments of Wall
and RODS 22 and those of Peelle. 2_ At 60° , the ex-
periments of Peelle and of Wachter et al. z2 (see
Fig. l_) are in rough agreement with--_e cascade
model, 2b while the results of RoDs and Wall stiil

show maxima in the spectra. At backward an_les the

experimental cross section is much larger tha_ the
predicted one. we conclude that above 100 MeV the
cascade model gives about the right magnitude of
differential cross Section excep$ at backward

angles, but the quasifree structure in the ener_y
spectrum must remain in doubt for energies less

than a few hundred MeV until more precise experi-
ments are performed. Since the spectrum affects
the energy balance, we Can assume that from the
evaporation phase of the reaction intensities are
Also in doubt.

FIGURE 12.--Energy spectrum of protons emitted at a

laboratory angle of 18° from 660-MeV protons on
carbon. Histogram: calculated values by Bertini
(ref 2c) for the angular interval 13° to 230;

circles: experimental data of Azhgirey et al.
(ref 20).
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FIGURE 13.---The shaded areas are the experimental
_roton spectra of Wachter et al. (ref 13) for
b50-HeV protons at the energie_and angles indi-

cated. The histograms give the resolution-
smeared results of the Bertini cascade model

(ref 2c) for appropriate angle intervals.
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FIGURE lb.---Differential cross sections at 30 ° for

protons from 158-MeV protons on Co. Comparisons
of the flight-time data of Peelle et al. (ref 23)
with the experiment of Wall and RoDs (ref 22) and
_ith the intranuclear-cascade estimates of

Sertini (ref 2b) are exhibited with and without
resolution smearing according to the calculated
detector-response functions (of Peelle et al.).
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FIGURE_5.---Experimental and calculated proton

cross sections (ref 12) at 60 ° for 160-MeV pro-

tons on a variety of elements. The points are

the calculated cross sections of Bertini (ref 2b)

smeared with a 15% Gaussian energy resolution so

as to correspond to the energy resolution asso-

ciated with the experimental results.

For the last few years results have been appear-

ing from an exhaustive experiment by Bertrand and

myself to look at complete spectra of hydrogen and

helium ions from 30- to 60-MeV protons on a series

of nine targets from carbon through bismuth. 2_

Figure 16 illustrates the type of data available

for eachtarget, angle, and incident energy, while

Fig. 17 shows some proton results from 62-MeV pro-

tons on Z2°Sn. To state the qualitative results

briefly, cross sections in the continuum regions do

vary slowly with mass number (Figs. 18 and l_).,

alpha-particle production is not entirely explained

by the evaporation model (Fig. 16), the mass 2 and

3 isotopes comprise 15% to 20% of the observed cross

section and emitted energy (Fig. 19) and have spec-

tra which completely differ from that predicted by

the evaporation phase of the model (Fig. 16), at

higher energies the back angle intensity is higher

than estimated (Fig. 17), and the quasifree scat-

tering peak is not seen (Fig. 20). Figure 21 il-

lustrates the progressive shift in the accuracy of

cascade model predictions at a given angle as the

incident energy is lowered, while Fig. 22 illus-

trates that predictions of the angle-integrated

spectra behave much more stably at the low energy.

Some results have also been obtained for incident

59-MeV alpha particles; 25 Fig. 23 illustrates that

the experimental results from the 5_Fe(e,xp) reac-

tion cannot be explained on the basis of a simple
nuclear evaDoration model. 26
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FIGURE 16.--Shown are 60 ° differential cross sec-

tions for hydrogen and helium particles from

62-MeV protons on S_Fe (ref 2h) compared with

the results of Bertini's intranuclear cascade

model with evaporation (ref 2). Note the shapes

of the observed spectra for d, T, and _He and

the relative intensities and shapes of observed

and predicted alpha-particle spectra. The ver-

tical scales differ from particle to particle.
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Mostof thedatafromthis charged-particleex-
perimentis nowpublicly available,but muchin-
terpretiveworkremainsto bedone. If the data
canbecomplementedwithgoodneutrondifferential
crosssectionsin the sameenergyregionfor some
of thesametargets,thedatabasewill besuffi-
ciently completeto allowproductivetheoretical
efforts.
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FIGURE 17.---Proton spectra as a function of angle

for 62-MeV protons on 12°8n (ref 24), compared

to the predictions of the intranuclear cascade

model (ref 2). Note that for backward angles

the computed spectrum contains too few particles

above the "evaporation" region.
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FIGURE 18.--A comparison of angle-integrated dif-

ferential cross sections for protons and alpha

particles f_om targets of S_Fe and S6Fe bombarded

by 62-MeV protons. The results are consistent

with the observed cross section being nearly in-

dependent of detailed nuclear level structure.

Elastic scattering has been removed.
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protons of medium energy (20 to 30 MeV) parti-

cles at 30 ° (ref 24). Note the relative deuter-

on/proton intensity, the generally smooth

behavior of the cross sections, and the T/3He

ratio as a function of mass number.
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FIGURE 20.---Experimental differential proton cross

section observed at 15 ° for 62-MeV protons on

aluminum (ref 24), compared with intranuclear

cascade theory (ref 2). In this energy range

the theory always overestimates the quasifree

scattering peak, seen here at about 54 MeV,

which arises in the model from single collisions

between the incident nucleon and a (moving)

bound one.
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FIGURE 21.--Comparison of observed differential

proton cross sections at 30 ° from 5_Fe as a

function of incident energy (ref 24) compared to

the corresponding predictions of the cascade

model (ref 2) shown by broad-stepped histograms.

(The lower histogram is 1/10 the computed cross

section.)

FIGURE 23.---Observed differential proton cross

sections from 59-MeV alpha particles on S_Fe.

The evaporation calculation, using the method of

Dresner and of Dostrovski (ref 26), is based on

a reaction cross section of 1.7 barns; the sharp

cutoff at 25 MeV is an artifice of the utilized

program.
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FIGURE 22.---Comparison of observed angle-integrated

differential spectra from protons of various

energies on S_Fe (ref 24), compared with the

corresponding predictions of the cascade model

(ref 2). The degree of agreement is nearly in-

dependent of incident energy. Note in all cases

the "evaporated" proton intensity is over-

estimated.

STATUS OF THE THEORY

Theory is important, since we expect to derive a

complete set of usable cross sections from it rather

than directly from experiment. I will try to sum-

marize my view of the utility of present theories

for computing cross sections for incident energies

below i GeV. i) Optical model (elastic) and

distorted-wave approximation cross sections could

be computed for excitation of discrete levels in

residual nuclei, based on the work of ma_y physics

groups. These reactions become increasingly im-

portant for incident energies below 50 MeV as seen

in Fig. 21, but they have not yet been included in

shielding computations. To do so would require due

respect for the detailed literature but some sim-

plification of level schemes while keeping the main

features. We do not quite know how this "collec-

tive" share of the reactions should be meshed with

the rest.

2) The nuclear fragment evaporation theory itself

is seldom completely valid, except for perhaps some

reactions with incident heavy nuclei. In combina-

tion with the cascade theory., it has enjoyed some

success. With incident particles in the 30- to

60-MeV range, the competition between alphas and

protons in the Dostrovsky model now used 26 is

always wrong by a factor of two or more; we do not

know whether the neutron intensity shares this

difficulty. Part of the difficulty lies in the

unrealistic inverse cross sections used in the

model, and failure to consider angular momentum may

also be imoortant.
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3) The cascade model 2 gives satisfactory (_10%)

nonelastic cross sections over the whole range of

interest, if the uncertainty of the literature

values is taken into account. So far the model

fails to predict the 10% to 15% contribution of

deuterons which seem to be produced by direct reac-

tions. For 60-MeV incident protons the model gives

cascade proton spectra integrated over angle which

are within about 20% of experiment, but too few

cascade protons are emitted at large angles. The

energy distributions of protons at moderately

forward angles are similarly good at the highest

energies considered here, but at low energies show

too much quasifree scattering structure. We do not

know for sure the behavior in the i00- to 200-MeV

region. The best available comparisons for neutron

spectra show disagreements larger than 30%, but

so far the data are a bit inconclusive. (Compari-

son with a Cosmotron experiment te check neutron

production in very thick samples encourages the

belief that on some energy-angle average the neutron

production is within 30% of the correct value. 2_)

Extensive (p,2p) coincidence experiments in the

physics community indicate that distortion of the

incident nucleon wave by the nuclear-force field of

the nucleus must be taken into account for energies

below i00 MeV. 28 Since (p,2p) experiments study

the intranuclear nucleon-nucleon reaction which

underlies the cascade model, their conceptual re-

sults should be folded into the cascade theory. No

real competitor for the intranucleon cascade theory

has yet appeared, so the course must be to improve

what we have. The cascade cross sections vary

slowly with angle, target mass, and incident and

outgoing energy, so it seems conceptually hopeful

that a clever computational method could be found

to reduce greatly the number of histories required

for precise estimation of a broad range of results.

SUMMARY OF WORK NEEDED TO BE DONE

If man is to spend extended periods in space,

more details should be worked out on the effects of

nuclear reactions on his radiation environment.

More experimental information should be obtained on

the production of low-energy neutrons in the reac-

tions of protons, and experiments like that of

Wachter should be extended to more targets. Some

additional experimental assurance on secondary gamma

rays would be wise, for instance by measurement of

the photon energy released by stopping 15- to 30-MeV

protons in appropriate targets. Large efforts are

needed to make available to the space shielding

analyst improved cross-section codes which take

account of the major findings of incident-proton

experiments, and to continue the exploration of the

consequences of these reactions for spacecraft

design. Beyond the work with incident protons,

experimental and theoretical exploration of the

reactions of alpha particles and heavier primaries

are surely in order, since the available experiments

barely sample the problem and no really applicable

general theory is available. The immediate problem

is that current fiscal plans provide for but a

small fraction of the needed effort.

The primary author wishes to acknowledge the for-

bearance of most of the associate authors, who had

no chance to review the manuscript which depended

so heavily of their long efforts.
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